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NIPPLE WATERFLOW 
ADJUSTMENT INSTRUCTIONS

1. Remove the screen from the orifice. (The orifice is the plastic piece screwed into
the back of your nipple). Push the screen to the side and it will pop right out. Your
screen could be manufactured from plastic or be a metal dome screen. They both
are removed the same way.

2. Looking into the orifice with the screen removed you will see a “Screw Driver
Slot” in the middle of the orifice. You can adjust the water flow by turning the
slot with your screwdriver. The slot is tight inside the orifice; it is manufactured
this way to prevent the holes from being covered up by vibration moving the
slotted disc. The nipples come from the factory set to the highest water flow
setting, if you want to reduce the water flow you can turn the slot to a smaller
hole.

3. On the Gold Orifice, if you need to remove the orifice locate a quarter (25 cents). The quarter will 
fit very well into the groves manufactured into the orifice rim. Turn counter clock
wise with the quarter. After you remove the orifice the spring and trigger will fall
out. The Blue Orifice you can remove by hand turning.

4. Put the nipple back together, the trigger goes first then the spring, and screw in
the orifice and snap the screen into the back of the orifice.

The following are steps to adjust the water flow on Trojan Drinking nipples.

Please feel free to call us at 1-800-279-170 if you have additional questions.

Orifice

Push side-ways here
and the screen will
pop out.

Screw Driver Slot

Maximum Water Flow
1 large hole
1 small hole

Medium Water Flow
2 small holes

Minimum Water Flow
1 small hole

Quarter will fit
in these grooves

Screen

Maximum Water Flow
1 large hole

Medium Water Flow
1 medium hole

Minimum Water Flow
1 small hole


